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ABSTRACT 
3D acquisition technology has made big strides forward 
over the past years. Systems have become easier to use, 
cheaper, and faster. These developments are discussed in the 
plenary presentation that goes with this paper, both for the 
capture of shape and of surface textures. As the breadth of 
topics would only allow for a very superficial description of 
any particular method, the paper focuses on one such recent 
development as a good case in point: a structured light ap-
proach that supports interactive modeling. Textured 3D 
models are produced on-line, while manipulating the object 
in front of the system. This allows the user to check the 
quality of the result during the scanning and to perform ef-
fective view planning. Moreover, the projected patterns are 
automatically adapted to the scene. The system only requires 
a regular camera, LCD projector, and PC.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The construction of 3D models is steadily becoming easier, 
cheaper, and faster. There are a number of technological 
trends behind these developments, which further accelerate 
their pace.  
For one thing, several recent techniques are based on off-
the-shelf hardware, not to say consumer products. Exam-
ples are structure-from-motion techniques that take uncali-
brated video sequences from a handycam as input and turn 
them into 3D models of the circumnavigated objects. Simi-
larly, several structured light techniques are based on read-
ily available hardware components. In this paper one such 
example is discussed in more detail. That system is com-
posed of a regular camera, an LCD projector, and a PC. 
This use of commodity products lets such systems benefit 
from the fast increase in quality and decrease in size and 
cost of cameras and projectors. As a result, while getting 
cheaper these systems also get better and more compact.  
A second tendency is that 3D acquisition systems become 
more flexible. Recent systems are often portable and can be 
easily brought to the scene or object to be modeled, rather 
than v.v. Also, the range of object sizes they can handle is 
typically growing wider. Whereas different types of laser 

scanners serve different working volumes, several systems 
can now deal with that complete range.  
Increasingly, 3D acquisition is also becoming an interac-
tive, on-line process. Some video-based, passive systems 
yield the 3D structure and camera motion in real-time, 
while the video is being taken, even if the number of fea-
tures dealt with is still limited. The active, structured light 
system discussed here has similar properties, but helped by 
the special illumination it already yields dense data.  
In a similar vein, the number of images that need to be 
taken is decreasing. Rather than taking complete video 
streams as structure-from-motion input, a relatively small 
number of digital stills could be easier to take and offer 
better quality, due to their (much) higher resolution. In the 
case of structured light, the number of subsequent projec-
tions is steadily driven down, to minimize the overall cap-
ture time. One-shot systems get their 3D data from a single 
projection and image.  
Future systems will need to better adapt to the object to be 
scanned. Now, the object or its environment is often 
adapted to the device, by carefully controlling the ambient 
light or by even powdering the object. Every technique has 
its limitations. Stereo-like systems require surface texture 
and will fail on homogeneously colored surfaces, laser 
scanners tend to fail on hair and similar fine structures and 
surface patterns may cause interference with the scanning, 
almost all systems have difficulties with specularities, etc. 
The future will see systems emerge that combine/switch 
between multiple reconstruction strategies, and apply each 
of these with automatically optimized parameters.  
Another important evolution will be towards multiple units 
working simultaneously, in order to capture complete mod-
els in a very short time span. More importantly, this would 
then also allow such systems to capture dynamic scenes. 
Indeed, 3D acquisition technology has to a large extent 
been confined to the realm of static scenes. Capturing 
scenes in 3D with all the relative motions between objects 
is a challenge that so far requires the use of motion capture 
systems, which typically reduce the output to the trajecto-
ries of a limited number of special markers. By placing 
multiple cameras or structured light systems in the scene, 
dense and dynamic data can be acquired. Multi-camera 
rooms that capture visual hulls are a precursor to the more 
full-fletched implementations that will start to appear.  
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The remainder of this paper describes one of the structured 
light developments we are currently working on, and which 
tries to take on these challenges. Whereas references to 
earlier work in general could not be given due to the im-
mense volume of contributions, that particular effort will 
also be put into the context of the existing literature.  

2. ON-LINE STRUCTURED LIGHT METHOD 

From now on we focus on one particular development in 
our current work, namely a structured light approach in-
tended to make active scanning cheaper, easier, and faster. 
Its main feature is that models are built on-line. 
Cost is reduced by using off-the-shelf, consumer-grade 
components only. A PC, camera and an LCD projector are 
the only hardware required. Ease of use derives from the 
intuitive interaction with the system, where the model is 

built by letting the user manipulate the object in front of the 
scanner – hence the paper’s title - and by providing imme-
diate visual feedback. The latter obviously implies that the 
system should also be fast. This is achieved by combining 
two scanning modes. During manipulation the object is 
moving, and scanning is based on a single frame structured 
light method, which puts out 3D patches in real-time. This 
realtime data stream is presented on a monitor. As soon as 
the user is happy with the current pose, s/he keeps the ob-
ject still. This triggers the system to switch to the second 
scanning mode. This produces higher quality 3D patches 
(range maps) based on a time sequence of projected pat-
terns. Only these higher quality patches are integrated into 
the actual 3D model. The real-time patches streaming in 
during the single frame mode are shown aligned to the par-
tially built up model. Of these, only the last patch is visual-
ized, and this in a distinct color to indicate the current ’re-

gion of interest’ on the object. This helps in keeping the 
overview of the parts already modeled and in deciding 
where the next multi-frame patch should be acquired in 
order to further complete the model. The visual feedback 
provided by the system is also crucial in checking the qual-
ity of the model, and to fill in holes immediately during the 
same scanning session, while this is still easy. 

3. PREVIOUS WORK 

There are two aspects of the proposed system where con-
tenders have been rare. On the one hand, the system pro-
vides 3D data online, and also registers and visualizes these 
on the fly. On the other hand the system adapts its strategy 
to the scene content. We discuss these aspects in turn.  
Although there is a substantial body of work on offline 
structured light techniques [1], relatively few provide their 
3D output fast and online.  
This said, the system presented here is not the first, nor the 
only one within its category. The system probably coming 
closest has been developed by Rusinkiewicz et al. [10]. 
Range data are obtained fast using a predefined, time-coded 
series of projection patterns. The acquisition speed allows 
for a slow motion of the scanned object. Surface texture is 
not captured. Popescu et al. have presented a hand-held 
scene modeling device, based on the projection of a fixed 
and rather sparse set of laser dots. This system also captures 
texture, but its resolution is still rather low, limiting its use 
to smooth surfaces. Tubic et al. [4] describe a similar hand 
held approach, providing higher resolution but no texture. 
The resulting integrated surface is available at the moment 
of scanning, but the acquisition speed is limited because it 
only digitizes a small part of the surface per frame. As in 
our work and in that of Rusinkiewicz et al., Blais et al. [5] 
also propose a system to which a hand-held object is pre-
sented. This powerful system uses fast autosynchronised 
laser-triangulation. Medium speed but very accurate acqui-
sition puts the focus more on metrology and less on model-
ing. Another aspect of the work by Rusinkiewicz et al. and 
that presented in this paper, is that the acquired 3D patches 
are integrated on the fly.  

Figure 1: An overview of the acquisition and modelling 
pipeline. Top left: the setup while scanning a tablet with a 
dog head. Right: partial reconstructions coming from the 
scanner. Bottom left: an integrated model (shaded, no 
texture) based on approximately 600K triangles. 

The amount of work on structured light approaches that 
adapt their pattern(s) to the scene content has so far been 
more limited still. A color coded structured light approach 
(a continuation based on the initial work of [6]) in which 
the number of projection patterns and as such the noise 
margins are adapted to the actual noise level was proposed 
by Caspi et al. [7]. Related to this Horn et al. [8] proposed a 
technique to design an optimal sequential structured light 
pattern of length K. The work of Zhang et al. [9] is also 
based on color coding. They use a very nice dynamic pro-
gramming based labeling to solve the correspondence prob-
lem in a single frame mode. Results however are only avail-
able offline. In case high-resolution scans are needed a 
scanning mode based on multiple images is used.  
To the best of our knowledge, the proposed system is the first 
to combine self-adaptive and online structured light features. 
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Figure 2: The 3D-Model Acquisition Pipeline, comprised of an online and an offline block. Online a crude model is built 
up and displayed on the fly in order to inform the user about the current status of the scanning process. Offline a high 
quality model is constructed. 

 

4. MODEL ACQUISITION PIPELINE 

Fig. 2 shows an overview of the proposed 3D modeling 
pipeline. Acquisition starts with presenting an object to the 
scanner (0). After grabbing an image with structured illu-
mination (1) depth information is computed (2). Feedback 
from the range computation module to the pattern genera-
tion allows to optimize the pattern for the current object. 
The acquired surface patches are fed into a registration 
module (3), which presents the user with a preview of the 
partially reconstructed model.  
The system automatically switches between two modes of 
operation based on motion detection (4):  
•   tracking mode: If the object is moving, range computa-

tion is based on real-time single frame acquisition. This 
allows to track the moving object and to update the es-
timate of its position. The last acquired scan is rendered 
in a different color to inform the user about the current 
view-angle with respect to the model. Subsequent scans 
are ’tracked’ over the model built up so far. As these 
scans are possibly of lower quality, they are not used in 
the final model. 

•   acquisition mode: A high quality scan is automatically 
taken if the object stops moving, i.e. when kept still by 
the user. At that point a more accurate scan is made, 
based on a time series of projections. This scan is 
aligned and added to the model. The final model consists 
only of these high quality scans.  

The scans of the first type are mainly intended for view plan-
ning and to avoid that the registration module would have to 
deal with large transformations between consecutive shots. 
As said, the second type of scans, are the ones used for the 
actual modeling. When enough such data have been ac-

quired, the 3D textured model can then be refined in an extra, 
offline post-processing step, without user intervention.  
In some situations, the user may wish to intervene manually 
during the online scanning (5), e.g. to remove individual 
scans. In addition, some objects are difficult to scan without 
interruption. An example is a thin planar object of which 
both front and back should be scanned. We won’t be able to 
make a series of consecutive registrations which allow 
changing from the front to the back. Therefore the system 
offers the possibility to start a new sequence and register 
multiple partial 3D models later. The user can indicate such 
intentions by pushing a button on the PC’s keyboard. Cur-
rently, the hands are either kept outside the field of view or 
are hidden by wearing black gloves. The user can artificially 
reduce the field of view by specifying a mask which invali-
dates part of the input image to remove disturbing structures 
in the environment. 

4.1 Range acquisition 
Range acquisition by the system is triangulation based. In 
the tracking mode, a single pattern is projected and range 
maps are generated at ca. 10 Hz. The pattern consists of 
black, parallel stripes on a white background. Colored 
‘code lines’ transversal to the stripes yield a code for their 
unique identification. The structure of this pattern as well as 
the algorithm for the fast shape extraction are explained in 
[12]. There it is also described how the colors of the code 
lines, their number, as well as the width of the stripes are 
adapted online to the scene content. Here we need to intro-
duce this pattern because of the role of the ‘code points’ – 
these are the points where the colored code lines intersect 
the stripes – in the decision to switch from tracking mode to 
acquisition mode. In the acquisition mode a traditional se-
ries of Gray encoded binary patterns [1] is projected. 
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The decision to switch between the modes is based on the 
following, simple motion detection algorithm. After the 
initial detection (see [12]) of the code points ijcodex ,  with 

 the identifier of the generating code line , 

and  the identifier of the corresponding stripe 

boundaries  we run the following predictor corrector 
style algorithm to keep track of these points over time: 

ni →1: icodel ,

mj →1:

jS

•   a predictor line  is fitted to each set of code 

points  in the previous frame that belong to the same 
code line (i.e. regression over all intersections of one 
code line with the different stripes). Grouping of code 
points into such sets is a by-product of the stripe identi-
fication algorithm in [12]. Fitting a straight line is suf-
ficient for our purposes. 

ipredictorl ,

jix ,′

•   the intersections yield predicted 

code points  in the current frame. Their positions are 

refined to positions  by convolving the image data 

around the position of  with the [5 × 7] environment 
of the projection pattern around the code point. This 
matched filter approach yields the new  where the 
maximum response is found. The search is confined to 
a local neighborhood around the predicted positions. 

jjipredictor Sl ∀,, ∩

jix ,′′

jix ,

jS

jix ,

•   for every we search the closest match  obeying  
the epipolar geometry between the current and the pre-
vious frame. The motion of a stripe  is limited given 
the frame-rate (between 10 and 20 fps dependent on 
scene complexity). This again allows the system to re-
strict the size of the search region. 

jix , jix ′′,

jS

•   the matches between  and  are filtered by im-
posing that a consistent labeling between the current set 
of stripes is transferred in a consistent way to the previ-
ous labeling. Code points on the same stripe should re-
main on the same stripe in the previous frame.  

jix , jix ′′,

The median distance between all  and  provides us 
with an inter-frame translation vector. This translation vec-
tor is fed into a Kalman filter, with 2D image position and 
motion as a state vector. The filter allows to distinguish 
between jitter and real motion, as a difference between ran-
dom and systematic deviations from immobility. 

jix , jix ′′,

At this point the system can decide when a safe transition 
from tracking mode to acquisition mode can be made. The 
constraint is that the median distance should be smaller than 
the stripe width. In this case reconstruction is not affected, 
otherwise strong artefacts will result. After returning from 
acquisition mode to tracking mode it is checked if the ob-
ject was really immobile during the sequential acquisition. 
This validates the current scan. 

4.2 Registration and rendering 
The task of the registration & rendering module is to com-
pute for each new scan the correct 6 DOF transformation 
with respect to the model-centered coordinate frame and 
render the currently accumulated scans as a preview of the 
final model. 
In the following description, tM  refers to a range scan 

taken at time t and refers to the corresponding transfor-
mation to bring this scan into the model-centered coordi-
nate frame. The model-centered coordinate frame is chosen 
equal to the first scan’s coordinate frame . At each 

time step t , the relative transformation  between an in-

coming scan and the reference scan  is computed. 
As the scanner is operating at a high frame-rate in tracking 
mode, changes in the transformation T  between successive 
frames can assumed to be small. Therefore 

tT

( IT =0 )
tT

tM 0M

1−tT  can be 

used as an initial estimate of the transformation . For 
each incoming frame, pair-wise alignment is performed 
with one of the previously accumulated high-quality scans, 
as follows: 

tT

•   We select from the list of accumulated high quality 
scans, one scan  as the base scan for the alignment. 

We choose the scan  which minimizes , 

with  the distance between the camera centers 
corresponding to the two transformations. 

iM

iM ),( ti TTd
(.,.)d

•    is aligned with  using a fast variant of the ICP 

algorithm [10, 14, 15]. As 
tM iM

1−tT  is used as initial estimate 

of , the initial estimate for the pair-wise alignment is tT

( ) 1
1

−
− ∗ ti TT . 

•   Given the relative transformation T  between  and 

as a result of the pair-wise alignment, can be 

computed as 

′ tM

iM tT
TTT it ′∗= . 

The set of accumulated high-quality scans can be seen as a 
graph, with the scans representing the nodes. The relative 
transformations originating from pair-wise alignment repre-
sent the edges. As each incoming scan has been aligned with 
exactly one base-scan, this graph takes the form of a tree, 
with  as a root. The fact that at each time-step t a new 

scan  is chosen to align, reduces accumulation of regis-
tration errors in the following way. Suppose that each incom-
ing scan would only be aligned to the last acquired high qual-
ity scan. In this case, the tree becomes degenerate. It only 
contains a single branch of length N − 1, with N the number 
of acquired high-quality scans. The transformation of the 
(only) leave of this graph has been computed by concatenat-
ing N − 1 relative transformations. As each of these trans-
formations have a finite accuracy, the transformation of the 

0M

iM
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leave-scan will suffer from accumulation of errors. By select-
ing the scan  to align to, we are able to build a reasona-
bly balanced tree rather than the described degenerate one. 
As the branches of a balanced tree have a length approx. ~ 
log(N), accumulation of errors is reduced a priori. 

iM

4.3 Offline texture and scan integration 
The proposed online acquisition pipeline delivers a number 
of registered range scans. Our online registration focuses on 
speed rather than highest possible accuracy. Therefore the 
registration can be improved offline by performing a multi-
view registration. Experience showed that quality of both 
range data coming from the acquisition mode and on line 
registration is high enough (see also results section) to yield 
good 3D models using standard post-processing techniques 
[16, 17, 18].  

5. RESULTS 

Accuracy : In order to get a good model out of the pipe-
line, we need: 
• ’large scale’ accuracy: systematic errors on the scan 

data, render integration into a single model impossi-
ble. 

• ’differential’ accuracy: resolution should be high 
enough to digitize fine geometric details. 

• registration accuracy: the drift introduced by online 
registration should be smaller than what can be cor-
rected during fine registration by an offline multi-view 
registration algorithm.  

 
These conditions are checked by comparing known geome-
try with the data resulting from scanning. The same is done 
for registration.  
The systematic error on a single scan is measured by digi-
tizing two planes under a square angle. Both are covered by 
a checkerboard pattern which facilitates accurate localiza-
tion in 3D-space of their vertices. This localization and the 
known geometry provide us with ’ground truth’ data. Fig-
ure 3 shows the result. For the black checks no reconstruc-
tion is made. The left column shows the scanned geometry 
(A) and the deviation from the ground truth data (B and 
color in A, B). The error distribution (fig. 3 C) and table 1 
confirm that the scans are unbiased and mainly reside 
within 0.5 mm from the true geometry.1 ’Strong textures’ 
have the tendency to introduce a slight increase in error as 
illustrated by the darker colors on the edges of the checks. 
This also explains a slightly higher noise level in this ex-
periment than in the next one. 
The resolution is checked by measuring a staircase with an 
exponential profile. The data of a random intersection is 
plotted in figure3 (D). A difference in height of 200 µm is 

                                                           
1 Given the current distance and volume.  

Error ectionZ fD
Z

det

2

σσ ≈  

visible. The first stair of 100 µm still introduces a visual 
artefact in the rendering, but is largely submerged under the 
noise level.  
Registration was validated by making a sequence of which 
we know how the scans should align. By scanning an object 
rotating on a turntable, camera centers are known to lie on a 
circle and should be coplanar. This is shown in figure 3 
(E,F). No prior knowledge about the motion was used in the 
estimation. The fact that the estimated trajectory of camera 
centers closes on itself is a strong indication that accumula-
tion of registration errors is small.  
Models : Figure 4 shows some models generated by our 
acquisition pipeline. All models are shown with and without 
texture. A reference photograph allows to evaluate the over-
all model quality. The ’dog tablet’ model is based on ap-
proximately 40 range and texture maps in acquisition mode, 
the ’potato-head’ on about 70, and the cat took 25. Given an 
average acquisition time of less than 0.5 sec for each high 
quality shot, the total scanning time remains limited. 
 

 

mean error: 0.034 mm stand.deviation: 0.16 mm 
median error: 0.067 mm # samples: 141503 
    

max resolution: 200 µm   
    

focal length f: 16 mm base line D: 300 mm 
distance Z: 1100 mm   

Table 1: Accuracy of a single range scan 

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Technology to capture 3D object models is currently making 
fast progress. Several trends have been highlighted, that 
make these systems increasingly cheap, flexible, and fast. As 
a case in point, we have proposed a fast online model acqui-
sition framework based on structured light. 3D data are gen-
erated, registered and visualized on the fly. This online be-
havior provides the user with visual feedback about the ongo-
ing scanning session. The scanner uses line patterns which 
are automatically adapted to the scene. A second higher-level 
adaptation is controlled by motion detection, and switches 
the scanner from single-shot to sequential acquisition mode. 
The combination of a real-time method for view planning 
and a time coded approach renders this hybrid acquisition 
both versatile and robust. Ongoing research focuses on dis-
carding the hands of the user when manipulating the object. 
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Figure 3: Accuracy. [A]: geometry plot with deviation from ground truth data indicated in color (mm). [B]: absolute error 
for the geometry shown in A. Color is consistent between A and B. [C]: error distribution. [D]: resolution in µm [E,F]: error 
on registration. The camera centers should make a perfect circle (top) and should be coplanar (bottom). Tracked cameras 
(real-time data) are shown as dots, high quality shots as lines. 

Figure 4: A collection of objects digitized with our system. Top left: a stone tablet with a dog head. Top right: a model of 
a glossy statue of a cat. Bottom: a ‘potato-head’ figurine. Remark: the hole on top is due to the ‘hair’ which can’t be 
scanned, the holes near the ears are part of the geometry. With every group, the image in the bottom right is a reference 
photograph. The colored version of the cat shows the registration of the individual patches. 
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